The exact kinetics of a 10 X 10 Ising system (periodic boundary conditions) with two-state channels arranged in a square lattice was studied by computer simulation. With all three values of the cooperativity parameter used, no induction in the K+-current curve was obtained. This confirms one of our previous conclusions concerning K+ channels in the squid axon membrane: models with interacting channels arranged in a twodimensional lattice (Adam's model) are apparently excluded. Other topics included: equilibrium properties; short-range pair correlation functions; phase transition.
In a previous paper (1), we investigated the exact kinetics of 2 X 2, 2 X 3, and 3 X 3 square Ising lattices with periodic boundary conditions to simulate Adam's model (2, 3) : twostate (open and closed) K+ channels arranged in a two-dimensional lattice with nearest-neighbor interactions between channels. It was shown that this model failed to generate induction or satisfactory superposition behavior, and therefore is presumably not applicable to K+ transport across the nerve membrane. However, it is possible that one could be misled in the representation of a very large patch of channels by such small numbers as above. In this paper, we report the calculation of the kinetics of a much larger lattice, 10 X 10 with periodic boundary conditions, in order to extend the generality of the conclusion reached before with respect to induction behavior.
A system containing x channels in a lattice, each of which may be open or closed, has 2' possible system states. In order to study the exact kinetics of this system with x = 100, a tremendous number of first-order differential equations would have to be solved. The formal matrix diagonalization method used before (1, 4) is not feasible in this case; both the computing time and computer memory needed would be too large. Therefore, the calculations were performed on a computer by Gordon's dynamic simulation (Monte Carlo) method (5) . To check the program, the empirical results so obtained were first compared with some of the known exact properties of an infinite Ising system at equilibrium. The kinetics at three cooperativity strengths, s = 0.7, 0.5, and 0.4, was then investigated.
We refer the reader to similar work by Ogita et al. (6) in which Markov chains generated in discrete time steps were used to simulate the kinetics of an Ising system. However, their method is less efficient than the present procedure (5).
THE MODEL AND SIMULATION
Consider a 10 X 10 square lattice in which each site (channel) has four nearest neighbors. Each channel can be in one of two states, i (closed) and ii (open). The first row of the lattice is considered to be adjacent to the last row and the first column is considered to be adjacent to the last column (periodic boundary conditions). The notation for rate constants and nearest-neighbor interaction energies is the same as in the asymmetric (Adam) (7) is s, = ewI2kTc -
A special comment is required concerning p when T < T,.
Over infinite time, the computer simulated system would spend equal amounts of time in two different phases with p values of, say, p' > ]/2 and 1 -p' < 1/2, so that the overall p = (p'/2) + [(1 -p')/2] -'/2. However, in our calculations the system was started and then remained in the p' phase because of an extremely long nucleation time for the phase transition. Fig. 1 shows the theoretical p' (T < T,) and p (T > T,) curves (infinite system), together with computer simulated points (10 X 10 system). The p' curve is also the "coexistence curve" (10), in lattice-gas language, or the spontaneous magnetization per spin (10) in a spin system (change the ordinate scale, in this case, from 0.5 +-+ 1.0 to 0 +-÷ 1.0).
The length of simulation run used for each point varied from 10,000 to 40,000 consecutive events; these numbers are indicated in the figure. (periodic boundary conditions) system is a very good approximation to the infinite system. Of course, the scatter of points around the theoretical curves would decrease with increasing lengths of simulation runs.
The computer print-outs for both p(t) and the correlation functions exhibit two kinds of fluctuations: one with small The time scales for x = 6, 9, and 100 are adjusted to give the same t'1/, as for x = 4. The definition of t' is (a + 13)t.
amplitude and short period; and another with large amplitude and long period (the amplitude and period of the latter increase when the temperature approaches the critical value). In general, the period of the long p fluctuation is longer than those of the pair correlation functions. In fact, as T -T+, this long p period becomes of the same order as the length of the runs used. This accounts for the greater scatter in p points.
CALCULATION OF KINETIC PROPERTIES
In order to make a comparison with our previous results in Fig. 8 of ref. 1, we calculated p(t) starting from a system state with all channels in state i (p = 0) and ending with p 0.895, thus simulating the depolarization of the K+ channels of a squid axon.membrane from a maximally hyperpolarized state to ENa (1) . Three values of the cooperativity parameter, s = 0.7, 0.5, and 0.4, were used. Note that s = 0.4 is below sc= 0.4142.
For each value of s, it was first necessary to make several equilibrium runs to determine by interpolation the approximate value of 13/a that leads to p( co) -0.895.
With these approximate values of 13/a, 100 simulation runs were performed for s = 0.5 and 0.7, and 60 runs for s = 0.4, to obtain ensemble averaged p(t) points from the in- dividual "fixed-time" points p(t) obtained from each run.
The three sets of p(t) points (x = 100) are shown in Fig. 3 , superimposed on the x = 4, 6, 9 curves taken from Fig. 8 of ref. For somewhat smaller values of s than s = 0.4 we would then expect a simple exponential P(t) curve. This phenomenon was already encountered (indirectly) with x = 4 and discussed near the end of ref. 4 . Fig. 4 contains an illustration of the above comments in which, for variety, we have used "fixed number" averaging rather than "fixed time" averaging: each point p(t) in the figure is an average over 10 consecutive system states for s -0.7 and an average over 300 such states for s = 0.4. The two time scales used differ by a factor of 1000. In the s = 0.4 case, note the much shorter mean lifetime of system states after the transition (because of the factor SN).
Finally, we supplement the "'(t) results (x = 100) in Fig.  3 with plots in Fig. 5 of the time dependence of the shortest range correlation function obtained from the same computer runs as in Fig. 3 , and using the same time scales as in Fig. 3 . The s = 0.7 system has an almost random distribution of channels at p = 0. of the correlation function, so this quantity remains roughly independent of time. The argument is not exact because the former phase is not an equilibrium phase while the latter is an equilibrium phase.
The other three correlation functions (not shown) behave in much the same way.
